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At Ninety One we believe in investing for a better tomorrow. We want to assist people around the globe to retire
with dignity and meet their financial objectives by offering specialist, active investment expertise. We are a patient,
long-term business offering organically-developed investment capabilities through active segregated mandates
and mutual funds. Our clients include some of the world’s largest private and public sector pension funds, financial
institutions, corporates, foundations, central banks and intermediaries serving individual investors.
It all began in South Africa in 1991 and we have grown to become an established global investment management
firm. We continue to develop our owner culture and are committed to building a long-term inter-generational
business. The founding leadership is still in place, offering stability and a long-term investment outlook for clients.
We are deeply committed to creating a better, sustainable future. We are conscious of our responsibility, both as
investors of other people’s money and of our broader responsibility to society. Through our core investing
activities, our leadership in the industry, our environmental initiatives and our commitment to our local
communities, we seek to make a positive impact in all that we do.
Our overriding aim is to manage our investments to the highest standard possible and thereby exceed our clients’
investment and service expectations.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Executive summary
Ninety One has a long history of investing in emerging markets debt (EMD). Our business started in South Africa in
1991 and fixed income and cash management in the diverse markets of Africa has been a core part of this business
since the beginning. At the same time, Ninety One’s investment teams have been investing in emerging markets
debt for over 25 years.
Emerging markets corporate debt is a relatively new asset class, but Ninety One has been an active participant in
the asset class for over 10 years. Our Emerging Markets Corporate Debt approach applies a disciplined process
to build well diversified portfolios targeting attractive risk-adjusted returns.
The key differentiators of Ninety One’s Emerging Markets Corporate Debt strategy are:
—

A long history in Emerging Market credit:
—

—

—

More than 25 years’ experience across both EM local markets and credit

Team of experienced EM credit specialists:
—

Experienced professional team dedicated to EM credit, with an average industry experience of 14 years in
credit markets

—

Integrated within the wider Emerging Market Fixed Income team

—

Complemented by specialist EM credit traders who garner market colour and provide liquidity

Systematic and disciplined approach identifies a wide range of opportunities and mitigates a number of
potential risks:
—

Proprietary quantitative model provides objective input

—

We are not reliant on one theme

—

Depth of analysis provides conviction to invest through periods of market volatility

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Performance
Ninety One has a successful track record in managing emerging markets debt assets. Since inception,
the composite returned 6.5% p.a. against the performance comparison index which returned 5.3% p.a.
The performance of the Emerging Markets Corporate Debt Strategy is shown in the chart and table below.
Emerging Markets Corporate Debt – Annualised (Gross) performance (USD)
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, losses may be made.
Source: Ninety One, 30 September 2020.
Performance is gross of fees (returns will be reduced by management fees and other expenses incurred), income reinvested, in
USD.
The periodic deduction of fees and expenses will have a compounding effect on performance. Example effect of management
fees taken monthly over 10yrs on the value of a client’s portfolio:
Initial value = $100m, assumed return = 10% p.a., grows to $259m (no fees), grows to $243m (0.65% p.a. net fees). The annualised
returns over 10yrs are 10% (gross of fees) and 9.29% (net of fees).
* Emerging Markets Corporate Debt Strategy inception date: 01 May 2011.
** Comparison index: JPMorgan CEMBI Broad Diversified. For further information on indices please see the Important
Information section.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Ultimately, we are value investors and hence the investment process is specifically designed with the aim of doing
well in all market environments. Our investment style focuses on liquid instruments and we manage the liquidity in
the Strategy closely. We also run a more concentrated portfolio than the Index and as a result the volatility of our
portfolio will tend to be higher than the index.
Potential outperformance
Our ‘Compelling Forces’ approach ensures that we focus on those corporates where fundamentals, valuation and
market behaviour all line up in the same direction.
The Strategy aims to succeed in prolonged periods of volatility. Our quantitative tools and indicators are designed
to help us identify changes in value. Ultimately, we would expect to be more successful in a rising market as
typically there is improved liquidity in rising markets, facilitating an increased ability to trade relative value.
Our process relies on the experience of our team, our detailed bottom-up research and the output from our
models. All of these are based on fundamentals and, as such, the Strategy has tended to perform best when
corporates are responding to changing underlying dynamics.
Potential underperformance
We believe our Strategy may perform less well in the following environments:
—

In initial sell offs we expect the strategy to underperform due to mismatches in liquidity between the Strategy
and the index.

—

A period when markets reverse very sharply, particularly when markets are moving from a general bull market
to a general bear market or vice versa, is likely to prove particularly challenging for any investment manager.

—

We firmly believe that fundamentals drive markets over the medium and long term. Our process is therefore
likely to suffer on occasions where markets behave less rationally, are driven by event risk or appear to
ignore fundamentals.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Our investment expertise
The Fixed Income team is organised into specialist groups across Global Emerging Market Debt, Developed
Market Credit, Developed Market Rates and South African Fixed Income. Each group applies their expertise to
focused areas in which they have proven their ability to perform. This facilitates effective decision-making and
ensures accountability.
Within Global Emerging Market Debt, we have two sub-teams; Emerging Market Corporate Debt and; Emerging
Market Sovereign & FX. The Corporate Debt team is organised by sector. The Sovereign & FX team is organised by
region, typically working in pairs to cover the regions across sovereign local debt, hard currency debt, and
currencies. The teams work closely together, bisecting countries and sectors to support broader investment views
and themes. Investment ideas are generated by the analysts before being debated by the broader team.
The Emerging Market Corporate Debt team consists of seven corporate debt investment specialists, and three
dedicated EM corporate debt traders. In addition, the team is supported by an experienced and well-resourced
team of 11 sovereign debt investment specialists. This Global EMD structure supports the Emerging Market
Corporate Debt team in their bottom-up investment approach to portfolio construction by leveraging off the
experience and expertise of the team’s sovereign investment specialists in developing top-down macro views. The
Emerging Market corporate debt traders complement the corporate investment specialists by garnering further
market colour and providing liquidity input.
We regard the strengths of the team as follows:
—

Stable team with a strong shared culture

—

As one of the pioneers in EMD, we have extensive experience in local, hard and corporate EMD

—

As fundamentally driven value investors it is important to have experienced analysts with strong bottom-up
fundamental analysis skills. The team leverages Ninety One’s wider multi-specialist investment framework

—

Dedicated portfolio manager focused on finding best ideas across asset categories

Victoria Harling is the portfolio manager for the Strategy, supported by the team and takes full responsibility
for positioning and performance. The team chart is provided below:

Investment team is subject to change not necessarily with prior notification. As at September 2020. * Shared resource with
South African Rates.

A detailed biography of the portfolio manager can be found in the Appendix.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Investment philosophy
We are fundamentally driven value investors. The emerging market debt universe is multidimensional with pricing
driven by many different facets, creating inefficiencies and mispricings which are not entirely associated with the
underlying risks of the company, hence providing a fertile source of value over time. We intend to take advantage
of these mispricings by:
Taking a global sector approach to emerging markets corporate debt. We believe this, combined with a
regional perspective overlay, deepens our analysis:
Opportunities presented within the emerging markets corporate debt universe are multidimensional, depending on
location, sector, duration and credit rating. Our investment approach exploits this, by analysing the universe firstly
by sector then overlaying regional and country specific knowledge. We believe that sector specialists gain greater
insight by comparing companies to their competitors enabling us to leverage information about regulation, best
practice and future trends in those industries. We also recognise that many companies today operate across the
entire world not just in one location. While we believe sector specialists have greater business insight, we
recognise it is essential to understand the macro and regulatory environment each company operates in to be
able to assess the future potential of that business and the impact of external factors. Furthermore, similarly risky
companies are often rated differently depending on the countries they are operating in. Therefore, we draw on the
sovereign specialists’ knowledge and insight into the macroeconomic backdrop to further enhance the
investment views on each company.
Conducting detailed bottom-up analysis of companies is essential to manage the downside risk of
emerging markets corporate debt and assess value:
Our robust investment process is designed to encompass the entire universe in the hunt for opportunities, using
a screen to narrow it down to a more concentrated pool on which extensive analysis is performed in order to
identify the strongest candidates for inclusion into the portfolio. This analysis includes structural fundamentals
(including ESG) overlaid with cyclical factors.
Following our Compelling ForcesTM approach can provide a sustainable, repeatable way to invest
successfully in this space:
The EM Corporate Debt Strategies are managed with the belief that Compelling Forces - that is changes in
Fundamentals, Valuation and Market technicals, drive returns. Of these three forces, Valuation must be at the
forefront when considering every investment. Thorough Fundamental analysis remains essential to our investment
approach in order to determine future value and protect our client’s money to the best of our ability i.e. we do not
buy companies we don’t understand. Whilst 80% of our assessment is driven by fundamentally driven value,
Market technicals must be respected. We aim to understand mispricings and determine their longevities.
The people managing the team are as important as the process and we focus on hiring high
calibre personnel:
In line with our overall recruitment policy, only talented investment professionals of the highest calibre are hired.
Our investment teams are comprised of investment professionals from a wide variety of backgrounds and
qualifications, and we believe this diversity is an important advantage of our teams. However, talent alone is not
sufficient. All members of the investment teams must also wholly embrace the investment philosophy and process
of strategies managed within the team. This ensures that the investment process and philosophy are always
implemented faithfully, rigorously and efficiently.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Investment process
Our process has been developed over many years of investing in local emerging markets and in corporate debt
markets. We believe the best way to consistently deliver alpha is by the following three principles:
—

Compelling Forces drive returns. Our investment approach considers three sets of key factors; changing
fundamentals, valuations and market price behaviour, what we have termed the Compelling Forces. These
Compelling Forces provide an effective bottom-up framework to identify attractive investment alternatives
within the emerging market corporate debt universe that drive our alpha generation.

—

Checks and Balances from a top-down perspective are essential to ensure the overall portfolio reflects
our view of forward looking risk adjusted returns and economic themes and is a crucial part of our
investment strategy

—

Considered Portfolios aim to maximise capturing Compelling Forces within the top-down framework
ensuring no one theme dominates the risk in the portfolio and rigorous risk management plays a key part in
ensuring optimal portfolios are created.

The top-down process determines the general outlook for emerging markets and the relative attractiveness of EM
corporate debt, as well as aiming to identify where we are in global economic cycle and individual regional cycles.
This generates an overall risk bias for the portfolio along with preferences for region, sector and credit quality.
Given that the top-down asset allocation is intended to be more reflective of structural views, the overall time
horizon of these positions is normally on a 3-6-month horizon and hence we typically debate this in a
monthly meeting.
The bottom-up process requires more timely review and is done on a weekly basis to ensure that we are capturing
changes from a micro level in a more reactive fashion.
The bottom-up review focuses on each sector and uses a scorecard methodology to rank individual names in
each sector and to identify an overall view of the sector. The overall sector views emerging from the scorecards
are important as they are used as a key tool when debating the sector allocations in monthly meeting. Each day of
the week we have a different sector scorecard review, ensuring each position is analysed in detail every week. In
addition, we have a weekly review of the portfolio.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Checks & Balances - setting the framework
On a monthly basis we review global economic trends and risks. The entire team, along with the Natural Resources
team and the Multi-Asset team participate in our monthly ‘Global Macro Forum’ meeting which covers
commodities, emerging markets, the US economy, Europe and Japan. This meeting is followed by the monthly
top-down meeting. At this meeting we determine the outlook for each asset class within Emerging Market fixed
income and currencies. These views are a strong input into how we build the Emerging Markets Corporate Debt
portfolios from a top-down perspective. Separately the weekly team meetings highlight individual country views
which are also very important in shaping our outlook on the sectors that look more attractive in certain regions.
The individual sector scorecards produced in the bottom-up analysis then feature in our discussion on
fundamental trends, risks and valuations for each sector to produce a monthly top down sector scorecard. This is
where the bottom-up and the top-down processes then converge. The specific outputs from the top-down
process are risk targets for overall beta (typically between 0.8 and 1.5), as well as preferred rating and sector
allocation (typical range of +/- 20% relative to index weightings). These targets act as a guide when we then build
the portfolio from the bottom-up.
Top-down investment process

Compelling Forces - driving alpha
As mentioned earlier, we believe that the best way to generate alpha in Emerging Market Corporate Debt Strategy
is to focus on the portfolio from a bottom-up perspective, looking for our Compelling Forces: changes in
fundamentals, valuation and market behaviour to drive returns. The bottom-up process is divided by sector with
each analyst looking after their relevant sector scorecard. When initiating coverage on a new name, the analyst
will perform detailed analysis on the name before presenting the results of their findings in a one-page document.
This is accompanied by a financial model. The results are presented in our stock picks meetings which are ad hoc
and often occur several times a week given the number of corporates under coverage. We recognise that there
are a large number of companies issuing debt in our universe, and with the expected expansion of this market this
will increase over years to come. In order to benefit from all opportunities presented by an index of this size we
have developed an in-house screen to highlight attractive investment opportunities. This allows corporate debt
analysts to focus in-depth on potential alpha opportunities. Where a name is not currently under coverage, we

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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keep a very close eye on the screen to make sure that if a new name flags as an opportunity we initiate coverage
on it immediately. Each analyst will cover a basket of approximately 40 names in depth at any one time.
We operate a three-stage process to our bottom-up analysis as follows:

Internal parameters and process are subject to change and not necessarily with prior notification. Current as at
date of publication.

Stage 1: Screening
Initial quantitative screening is done based on absolute and relative valuation. This forms the quantitative aspect of
the scorecard. We look at each individual bond and compare to the overall universe for value and against its own
history of value. We assign a score based on the relative strengths of these metrics and screen on these scores.
Once we have this score we move onto the second stage of screening using our relative valuation screen.
Ultimately, we are always seeking investment opportunities that are based on mispricing. The clearest way to
identify mispricing is to screen bonds based on valuation. However, whilst an initial snapshot is useful it often fails
to highlight the fact that there is a reason this name may be cheap or expensive. We therefore look at how cheap
or expensive it has been historically to identify changes in this value. We believe this is the easiest and most timely
way to pick up on any changes in fundamentals that the market is anticipating, and by running it daily there is a high
probability of picking up information early through initial price moves before this expectation is fully priced in.
Perhaps more importantly there may be a technical reason for a bond’s change in relative value and the screen
allows for identification of mispricing due to that technical position.
What the screen allows us to do is identify where the current bonds in our concentrated coverage list may begin
to look expensive or move down the value chain, and where other bonds not currently included in our universe
may look attractive enough to move into it. This means our existing coverage universe remains fluid with names
dropping out and coming in over time.
Stage 2: Fundamental analysis
Our ability to pre-empt a rerating or identify those Compelling Forces is something we can only really do by
tracking the companies, speaking to management, visiting the plants and truly understanding the business.
This is why we will not invest in any name without an analyst committing to understanding that business and
following it closely, and why we use a consolidated coverage universe provided by our screen. We track earnings
revisions and earnings hits and misses where published, and always remain in contact with the companies in which
we are invested. It is by following the companies closely and becoming familiar with their management style that

we can quickly react to news flow and aim to pick up earlier than most investors on potential positive or
negative developments.
Once the screen has identified all potential opportunities, any attractive corporate debts that do not feature in our
current universe are flagged for investigation. The analyst will begin preliminary investigations to ensure there is no
obvious reason the investment is not suitable such as fraud allegations or solvency issues. Once those basic
checks have been made the analyst will then embark on in depth analysis of that corporate debt.
This involves:
—

Speaking to bank analysts and rating agencies to provide an initial understanding of the business and identify
key issues.

—

Complete financial modelling of the company. Provide base case and downside scenarios and stress test
those financials.

—

Complete background checks on management where possible and speak directly to the company to get a
better sense of management strategy and earnings outlook

—

Collating information from meeting management (typically face to face), reading sustainability reports,
speaking to third parties such as rating agencies and ESG data providers, sell side analysts and cross
referencing with other companies in the same supply chain or sector

—

Understand business drivers and positioning in sector/market

—

Understanding structural ESG issues and how this will affect future ratings

—

Examining bond structures and covenants to understand what protections are offered along with risks of
breaching covenants.

—

If any issues remain unclear such as lack of understanding of specifics when modelling, or management
issues etc, they will be taken up with management again to ensure we fully understand the risks we take
in the portfolio.

—

Peer reviews are also conducted to provide a comparison within its sector.

Stage 3: Sector Scorecards
The final step is to then score the corporate in the sector scorecards we maintain to see where it ranks. All the
corporates we cover are maintained in scorecards. This systematic approach covering a set of consistent metrics
provides a common language for discussing corporate debt across all sectors and is used to assess all
investments. This ensures a transparent, repeatable and attributable process exists. The scorecards pull together
our views on the Compelling Forces for each corporate debt. They use the quantitative output from the screen
along with softer factors.
The factors we use to score can be broken down into valuation, fundamentals and market behavioural factors:
—

Valuations: combination of the quantitative score from the screen and a qualitative score assigned by the
sector analyst

—

Fundamentals: Qualitative scores assigned by the sector analysts. This incorporates several aspects such as
quality of management, merger & acquisition catalyst, capex flexibility, refinance risk, government support /
regulation, EBITDA margins and growth

—

Market behaviour: Qualitative scores assigned by the sector analysts. These can help explain mispricing and
evaluate the degree and the length of time that a mispricing may exist for. We include potential issuance and
market positioning, index inclusion/investor base, liquidity of issue.

Ultimately this leads to an overall score that shapes our view of whether the corporate debt offers value. Our
objective is always to capture mispricing or to pre-empt re-rating of corporate debt and help shape the analyst’s
buy/sell recommendations along with their conviction levels.

Source: Ninety One. This is not a buy, sell or hold recommendation for any particular security, data is for illustrative purposes.

Once the analyst has analysed the business and scored the corporate within the scorecard, they will write up a
detailed note on the company with a (i) buy/sell recommendation (ii) fair value spread target (which will help
determine the potential total return) and (iii) a level of conviction being low medium or high. The note will consist of
a credit profile, key drivers, strengths and weaknesses, any covenant issues, a peer comparison and financial
model where appropriate.
Both peer comparisons and financial modelling play a large role in individual company analysis. Our models allow
us to run ‘stressed’ scenarios in order to determine how much headroom a company has before debt repayment
becomes problematic. We pay particular attention to free cashflow and capex plans and the ability to adjust the
capex spending.
Environmental, Social and Governance integration
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) integration is a priority for the leadership at Ninety One. We believe it
adds more value to our clients to treat material ESG issues as an integral part of the investment analysis process
rather than as a separate procedure.
We have a dedicated global ESG team, which is steered by a senior Investment Governance Committee.
Together with all the investment teams, the ESG team focuses on integration strategies, ESG research and
engagement efforts.
As we have developed our process, we have further explicitly articulated our views on ESG considerations within
an ESG sector specific scorecard that complements the main fundamental sector scorecard. This additional
scorecard is split in two; 1) the articulation of the ESG risk factors affecting the issuer and 2) quantification of those
risk factors into potential credit impact and time sensitivity of the impact in order to generate a credit impact
score. The second part is determined by the investment specialist when incorporating the key ESG risk factors and
considering the potential financial implication and timeframes behind that impact. Specifically, we consider below
factors:

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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This enables us to formally record relevant ESG factors on an ad hoc basis and with an annual formal review,
alongside our main fundamental scorecard and one page credit note. Combining our ESG specific scorecard with
our main scorecard ensures a complete consideration of all relevant risk and opportunities prior to position taking.
Moreover, it allows companies to be ranked on different factors or overall scores.
ESG scorecard articulates and quantifies key risks

Source: Ninety One, September 2020

Our ESG framework feeds into our fundamental scores in our main scorecard but it only reflects structural views.
The overall assessment of fundamentals must also consider the importance of macroeconomic
environment/cyclicality on fundamental health as this can amplify or dampen the effect of structural issues.
Therefore, we also record minutes of where ESG has been a driver of change in fundamental scores alongside our
main scorecard. The fundamental scorecard also includes the value score which is then referenced to the credit
impact score to check we agree that what is priced in for downgrades is commensurate with our expectation of
credit impact. If this is not the case, we note why other factors such as cyclical factors should create a
misalignment.
In addition, we look to promote ESG principles through our engagement process. Our approach to engagement
with corporate issuers includes requesting information to understand company policies and activities. We share
insights and concerns with management to help them understand why we will not invest/disinvest if they have
material weaknesses that they are not addressing. The point of our engagement is to improve a company’s overall
credit quality and structural resilience which in turn will directly determine the discount factor or cost of debt. We
also work with market participants and global organisations to progress ESG adoption across the companies we

invest in and improve visibility of ESG across the financial industry, working with index providers, charities and
specialist agencies.

Final investment recommendation
The team will discuss the initial recommendation and the note, go through the peer comparison (and financial
model where appropriate) and understand the Compelling Forces driving the recommendation. All potential
investments are discussed using a relative value framework. Specifically, the team will weigh the risk profile of the
investment idea against the potential total return that could be achieved. This will then be compared to other
existing and/or potential investment opportunities, referencing the scorecards to see if it warrants a position in the
portfolio. This is the point at which the final recommendation is reached.
Considered portfolio management
Investment decision
Any trade recommendation requires sponsorship from two or more team members to be implemented, although
ultimately the final decision rests with the Portfolio Manager, who will need to determine (i) if they agree with the
analyst’s rationale and (ii) how the proposed investment will impact the overall portfolio in terms of regional/sector
exposure, beta and single-name risk.
Portfolio construction and implementation
The final portfolio typically comprises a diversified list of 60-100 names. The level of the risk-adjusted return and
relative value of each security drive name selection, whilst conviction, beta, liquidity and suitability for the portfolio
by way of diversification drive position size. All positions are taken within the context of top-down sector, beta and
IG/HY targets. Our internal guidelines limit individual corporate exposures to 4% to limit the potential downside
idiosyncratic risks, although most typically take a 1% to 3% position per issuer, dependent on conviction levels.
Importantly, we use forward-looking risk measures (such as ratings, CDS spreads, our assessment of geo-politics)
to classify countries in addition to backward-looking risk (volatility).
The beta of the portfolio is also monitored closely and ranges between 0.8 – 1.5.
Holdings in the portfolio are subject to ongoing monitoring with sensitivity analysis carried out on an individual
corporate debt level and at a portfolio level. The portfolio is tested for systemic risks and are eradicated where
necessary. Examples of systemic risks would be:
—

Refinancing risks

—

earnings volatility / leverage sensitivity to big FX moves

—

labour force strikes /systemic wage hikes in a specific country or sector

—

exposure to a specific region via end clients of the companies in the portfolio, for example exporters whose
main clients are in China.

Implementation is assisted by state-of-the-art portfolio management and risk systems. thinkFolio, our main
portfolio management system, allows straight-through processing, what-if analysis and ensures that all
transactions are within individual portfolio guidelines. The MSCI BarraOne risk model is used for real-time ex-ante
risk analysis and to calibrate risk budgeting. Our independent risk management team also use MSCI BarraOne to
calculate and monitor tracking error and Value-at-Risk on a daily basis. When certain levels are reached, specific
action is required from the portfolio manager. A daily analytics pack is produced with all risks and positioning
highlighted such as beta, duration buckets, and ratings buckets broken down by sector and region.
Daily performance attribution is also calculated and broken down by sector, country, region, rating and underlying
interest rate exposure. The daily attribution allows the Portfolio Manager to isolate very quickly any
underperforming or outperforming trades which allows us to react in cutting or adding to positions. It also helps to
confirm the validity of the calculated individual betas and the overall portfolio beta and aids in the understanding

of correlations within the asset class. In addition, a monthly risk report and a detailed quarterly report back are
conducted by the risk management team and senior management.

Investment risk management and key characteristics
We have a comprehensive Governance and Oversight structure in place at Ninety One to manage risk throughout
the business and this includes our approach to investment risk.
Managing risks across our investment strategies is an integral part of the portfolio management process and
consists of both explicit limits as well as additional measures to ensure that the appropriate level of risk is
employed to meet the risk and return objectives of our investors.
The four main areas that are of primary focus to Ninety One from an investment risk perspective are:
1.

Philosophy and Process: Ensuring that investment capabilities adhere to investment style and mandate.

2.

Research and Analysis: Confirming that suitable research and analysis underpins the investment
decision-making process.

3.

Concentration and Liquidity: Cognisance of the strategy’s concentration and liquidity characteristics.

4.

Risk Measurement: Making sure appropriate risk measurement and stress testing is carried out.

Investment characteristics
The investment characteristics and risk controls of Ninety One’s Emerging Markets Corporate Debt Strategy
are as follows:
Emerging Markets Corporate Debt Strategy
Benchmark

JP Morgan Corporate Emerging Markets Bond Broad
Diversified Index (CEMBI Broad Diversified)

Risk controls
Typical number of issuers

60 - 100

Duration

Benchmark +/- 3 years

EMFX and Local Currency Debt
exposures

Maximum 20%

Investment Grade and High Yield
exposures

Maximum 100%

Maximum per Country

Benchmark +/- 10%

Maximum per Region

Benchmark + 20%

Maximum per Sector

Benchmark +/- 20%

Individual credit exposure

Maximum 4% by issuer, typical size 1-3% (top pick)

Cash

Maximum 10%

Note: These are internal parameters and subject to change without notification. These are for information purposes and describe
the current investment process.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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General risks:
The value of investments, and any income generated from them, can fall as well as rise. Where charges are
taken from capital, this may constrain future growth.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. If any currency differs from the investor's home
currency, returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.
Investment objectives and performance targets are subject to change and may not necessarily be achieved,
losses may be made.
Specific risks:
Currency exchange: Changes in the relative values of different currencies may adversely affect the value of
investments and any related income.
Default: There is a risk that the issuers of fixed income investments (e.g. bonds) may not be able to meet
interest payments nor repay the money they have borrowed. The worse the credit quality of the issuer, the
greater the risk of default and therefore investment loss.
Derivatives: The use of derivatives may increase overall risk by magnifying the effect of both gains and losses
leading to large changes in value and potentially large financial loss. A counterparty to a derivative transaction
may fail to meet its obligations which may also lead to a financial loss.
Emerging market: These markets carry a higher risk of financial loss than more developed markets as they may
have less developed legal, political, economic or other systems.
Interest rate: The value of fixed income investments (e.g. bonds) tends to decrease when interest rates rise.
Liquidity: There may be insufficient buyers or sellers of particular investments giving rise to delays in trading
and being able to make settlements, and/or large fluctuations in value. This may lead to larger financial losses
than might be anticipated.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Appendix - biographies
Victoria Harling
Head of Emerging Market Corporate Debt
Joined the firm in 2011
Joined the industry in 1997

Victoria is Head of Emerging Market Corporate Debt and is responsible for managing the Emerging Market
Corporate Debt Strategy and the Emerging Market Investment Grade Corporate Debt Strategy at Ninety One.
Victoria joined Ninety One in 2011 from Nomura International. Victoria previously spent over three years working
with emerging market trading desks and capital markets teams for Standard Bank and Nomura. She also spent two
years running hedge fund and proprietary trading strategies for Rand Merchant Bank and Whitebeam Capital
Management. Prior to this, Victoria spent over eight years working for Henderson Global Investors where she was
responsible for running emerging market debt portfolios.
Victoria graduated from Leeds University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biochemistry with Molecular
Biology. In addition, she has passed CFA® Level III.

For further information on the investment team, investment process, performance target and indices, please see the Important
information section.
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Important information
The personal information contained in this document is confidential, and only for the information of the intended
recipient.
This communication is for institutional investors and financial advisors only. It is not to be distributed to the public
or within a country where such distribution would be contrary to applicable law or regulations. If you are a retail
investor and receive it as part of a general circulation, please contact us at www.ninetyone.com/contactus.
The information may discuss general market activity or industry trends and is not intended to be relied upon as a
forecast, research or investment advice. The economic and market views presented herein reflect Ninety One’s
judgment as at the date shown and are subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that views and
opinions expressed will be correct and may not reflect those of Ninety One as a whole, different views may be
expressed based on different investment objectives. Although we believe any information obtained from external
sources to be reliable, we have not independently verified it, and we cannot guarantee its accuracy or
completeness. Ninety One’s internal data may not be audited. Ninety One does not provide legal or tax advice.
Prospective investors should consult their tax advisors before making tax-related investment decisions.
Nothing herein should be construed as an offer to enter into any contract, investment advice, a recommendation
of any kind, a solicitation of clients, or an offer to invest in any particular fund, product, investment vehicle or
derivative. Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Any decision to
invest in strategies described herein should be made after reviewing the offering document and conducting such
investigation as an investor deems necessary and consulting its own legal, accounting and tax advisors in order to
make an independent determination of suitability and consequences of such an investment. This material does not
purport to be a complete summary of all the risks associated with this Strategy. A description of risks associated
with this Strategy can be found in the offering or other disclosure documents. Copies of such documents are
available free of charge upon request.
In the US, this communication should only be read by institutional investors, professional financial advisers and
their eligible clients, but must not be distributed to US persons apart from the aforementioned recipients. THIS
INVESTMENT IS NOT FOR SALE TO US PERSONS EXCEPT QUALIFIED PURCHASERS. Note that returns will be
reduced by management fees and that investment advisory fees can be found in Form ADV Part 2A.
In Australia, this document is provided for general information only to wholesale clients (as defined in the
Corporations Act 2001). In Hong Kong, this document is intended solely for the use of the person to whom it has
been delivered and is not to be reproduced or distributed to any other persons; this document shall be delivered to
professional financial advisors and institutional and professional investors only. It is issued by Ninety One Hong
Kong Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (SFC). The
Company’s website has not been reviewed by the SFC and may contain information with respect to non-SFC
authorised funds which are not available to the public of Hong Kong. In Singapore, this document is issued by
Ninety One Singapore Pte Limited (company registration number: 201220398M) for professional financial advisors
and institutional investors only. In Indonesia, Thailand, The Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia and Vietnam this document
is provided in a private and confidential manner to institutional investors only.
Ninety One Botswana Proprietary Limited, Unit 5, Plot 64511, Fairgrounds, Gaborone, Botswana, is regulated by the
Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority. In Namibia, Ninety One Asset Management Namibia (Pty) Ltd
is regulated by the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority. In South Africa, Ninety One is an authorised
financial services provider.
Except as otherwise authorised, this information may not be shown, copied, transmitted, or otherwise given to any
third party without Ninety One’s prior written consent. © 2020 Ninety One. All rights reserved. Issued by Ninety
One, October 2020.
Additional information on our investment strategies can be provided on request.
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Indices
Indices are shown for illustrative purposes only, are unmanaged and do not take into account market conditions or
the costs associated with investing. Further, the manager’s strategy may deploy investment techniques and
instruments not used to generate Index performance. For this reason, the performance of the manager and the
Indices are not directly comparable.
If applicable MSCI data is sourced from MSCI Inc. MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations
and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be
further redistributed or used as a basis for other indices or any securities or financial products. This report is not
approved, endorsed, reviewed or produced by MSCI. None of the MSCI data is intended to constitute investment
advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be
relied on as such.
If applicable FTSE data is sourced from FTSE International Limited (‘FTSE’) © FTSE 2020. Please note a disclaimer
applies to FTSE data and can be found at www.ftse.com/products/downloads/FTSE_Wholly_Owned_NonPartner.pdf
Investment Team
There is no assurance that the persons referenced herein will continue to be involved with investing for this
Strategy, or that other persons not identified herein will become involved with investing assets for the Manager or
assets of the Strategy at any time without notice. References to specific and periodic team meetings are not
guaranteed to be held or fully attended due to reasonable priority driven circumstances and holidays.
Investment Process
Any description or information regarding investment process or strategies is provided for illustrative purposes
only, may not be fully indicative of any present or future investments and may be changed at the discretion of the
manager without notice. References to specific investments, strategies or investment vehicles are for illustrative
purposes only and should not be relied upon as a recommendation to purchase or sell such investments or to
engage in any particular Strategy. Portfolio data is expected to change and there is no assurance that the actual
portfolio will remain as described herein. There is no assurance that the investments presented will be available in
the future at the levels presented, with the same characteristics or be available at all. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results and has no bearing upon the ability of Manager to construct the illustrative portfolio
and implement its investment strategy or investment objective.
Performance Target
The target is based on Manager’s good faith estimate of the likelihood of the performance of the asset class under
current market conditions. There can be no assurances that any Strategy will generate such returns, that any client
or investor will achieve comparable results or that the manager will be able to implement its investment strategy.
Actual performance of Strategy investments and the Strategy overall may be adversely affected by a variety of
factors, beyond the manager’s control, such as, political and socio-economic events, adverse changes in the
interest rate environment, changes to investment expenses, and a lack of suitable investment opportunities.
Accordingly, target returns may be expected to change over time and may differ from previous reports.
Specific Portfolio Names
References to particular investments or strategies are for illustrative purposes only and should not be seen as a
buy, sell or hold recommendation. Unless stated otherwise, the specific securities listed or discussed are included
as representative of the Strategy. Such references are not a complete list and other positions, strategies, or
vehicles may experience results which differ, perhaps materially, from those presented herein due to different
investment objectives, guidelines or market conditions. The securities or investment products mentioned in this
document may not have been registered in any jurisdiction. More information is available upon request.

